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If the global population is expected to be eight billion by then, it means that the smartphone penetration
rate will be at 53.8 percent in 2023. Simply put, more than half of the world’s population will have a
smartphone.

Mobile internet use is surpassing desktop internet use now becoming the most popular method of
internet usage. A mobile-first approach is the need of the hour now. Mobile web users are almost 3x the
size of app users and showing a 2x rapid growth rate. Mobile users consume 2x the amount of content on
their smartphones when compared to desktop users.

Due to the rise in mobile usage, native applications were created and have held an important role. Users
can download native apps from an app store, such as Apple Store or Google Play Store.

In recent years, Progressive Web Apps (PWA) have been growing. PWAs combine the features of a native
application with website accessibility. PWAs are like a midway interface between mobile apps and mobile
websites.

Native mobile apps have been the standard choice for at least a decade, and now web apps are in the
same market with similar benefits. The main question is “ProgressiveWebApps (PWAs) vs. Native Apps:
WhoWillWin andWhy?” This whitepaper will present all possible insights on progressive web apps vs.
native apps.

According to Statista, the number of
global smartphone users was 3.6
billion in 2020,marking a 5.9% annual
increase. Further reports estimate
that by 2023, the number of global
smartphone users will continue to
increase up to 4.3 billion.

Increase Usage
ofMobile
Phones
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ProgressiveWebApps are something between amobile app and a responsive
website.

They are designed to work like native apps, and are built using standard web
technologies, such as HTML, CSS, and JavaScript frameworks. PWAs can be added
to a smartphone’s home screen with an icon. Though PWAs offer a full-screen
experience to engage users like native apps, they are just a website when opened.

What are ProgressiveWeb Apps?

Native Apps are developed for a specific platform; thewell-known leaders in this
field are Android and iOS. Native apps use all aspects of device-specific software
and hardware to ensure better app performance and user experience.

Native apps are created with preliminary programming languages and frameworks
and are known for their rich functionality. On the technical side, Kotlin and Java
are used to create native Android apps while Swift and Objective-C are used to
create native iOS apps.

What are Native Apps?
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01
Native apps provide a high level of
performance as they are created
and optimized for a specific
platform.

Performance 02
Native apps provide the best UI/UX
experience with attractive layouts,
smooth scrolling, and vivid
animations.

UI/UX Experience

05
Native apps provide better
security and data protection
features, such as two-factor
authentication due to full access to
hardware components.

Data Security 06
Native apps can easily interact with
other native apps and integrate
with external services.

App Interaction

07
Native apps allow customization of
user experience and interface by
adding unique features.

Customization 08
Native apps allow location-based
services using features, such as
GPS, Wi-Fi, andmobile data.

Geofencing

04
Native apps can work on offline
mode with cache data, local
storage, and data-to-cloud sync
features.

Offline Mode03
Native apps can access all built-in
features of smartphones, such as
camera, Bluetooth, GPS,
microphone, and contacts.

Full Access to Device
Features

Native Apps – Features & Benefits
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01
PWAs load quicker by using service
workers to caching, requests, and
storage of shell data.

Loading Speed 02
PWAs require just a web browser
without the need to download and
are independent of app stores.

Accessibility

05
PWAs do not require a large
budget, as they are less expensive
to develop and are cost-effective
as they can operate across multiple
OS and platforms.

Cost Reduction 06
PWAs take up less storagememory
onmobile devices as they are not
downloadable apps.

Less Storage

07
PWAs feature push notifications
and location tracking to enhance
user engagement.

User Engagement 08
PWAs are easy and quick to build
using one codebase that would
work on any OS, any device,
anywhere.

Rapid Deployment

09
PWAs are updated automatically
when refreshed without the need
for anymanual updating.

Updates

04
PWAs run on any type of mobile
device and OS system as they are
accessible through a browser.

Compatibility03
PWAs help with ranking and search
options as they are indexed by
Google through their URLs.

SEO Optimization

ProgressiveWeb Apps - Features & Benefits
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Installation Native apps are found in
app stores and require
downloading to access

them.

PWAs are found via URLs
and require enabling the
‘Add to Home Screen’
icon to access them.

Storage Native apps require
storage for downloading

andmaintenance.

PWAs do not require
storage as they don’t

have to be downloaded.

Offline Usage Native apps offer offline
usage due to storage
memory and cached

data features.

PWAs offer only a few
aspects of offline usage,
especially the aspects
that are part of the

natural caching system.

Cross-Platform
Availability

Native apps are
designed and tailor-
made for specific

platforms and run only
on that platform.

PWAs are designed to
run onmultiple OS and

platforms.

Battery
Consumption

Native apps consume
less battery power
during usage.

PWAs consumemore
battery power during
usage as they require

internet access.

Features Native apps can sync
with all devices' in-built
features and other apps.

PWAs have limited
access to device

features but use API to
improve user experience

to an extent.

Key Differences between PWAs and Native Apps

NativeWeb Apps ProgressiveWeb Apps
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Costs Native apps cost a lot of
time andmoney for
development and
maintenance.

PWAs require a lesser
budget and time for
development and
maintenance.

Security Native apps are secure
with login functionality,

multi-factor
authentication, and
certificate pinning

feature.

PWAs are secure on
HTTPS that allow
browser-to-server
encryption and are
dependent on the
website owner for a
secure environment.

Search Results Native apps can show on
in search results on app

stores and search
engines but are not

indexed to be listed on
search engines.

PWAs are indexed and
show up on search

engine results driving
traffic to the site.

Push
Notifications

Native apps support full
push notification

features with built-in
functionality or through
integration with third-
party push notification

service.

PWAs support push
notifications on Firefox,
Chrome, Mac, Safari, and

Opera but are not
available on the iOS

platform.

Time-to-
Market

Native apps take longer
to develop and deploy
as they require approval

from app stores.

PWAs can be created
and deployed quickly
resulting in faster time-

to-market.

Development
Team

Native apps require a
separate development
for each platform.

PWAs require one
development team to
launch across multiple

platforms.

Key Differences between PWAs and Native Apps

NativeWeb Apps ProgressiveWeb Apps
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Need an app with advanced features Require a simple app

Want to create a reliable image Have budget constraints

Require interaction with other apps Need faster-time-to-market

Want apps with biometric
authentication

Do not want to adhere to app store
restrictions

Determine performance as a top
priority Look for easy distribution

Consider store presence is required Reach a large audience

Want to fetch consumer data Are a start-up

Prefer in-app purchases and
subscriptions

Do not need integration with the
device hardware

Focus on security Want more on-site traffic

Native & PWA are useful in specific circumstances
Consider which app will help when you:

NativeWeb Apps ProgressiveWeb Apps
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PWA vs. Native App
User’s Perspective & Developer’s Perspective

NativeWeb Apps ProgressiveWeb Apps

Installation Could be better Better

Performance Better Could be better

Functions Better Could be better

Loading Time Could be better Better

Storage Could be better Better

User’s Perspective

Development
Cost & Time

Could be better Better

Distribution Could be better Better

Discoverability Could be better Better

Security Better Could be better

Maintenance Could be better Better

Developer’s Perspective
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PWA vs. Native App
Tools/Frameworks Used & Usage Examples

NativeWeb Apps ProgressiveWeb Apps

Tools/Frameworks Used

Usage Examples
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With the increase in the number of mobile users and mobile internet consumption, users prefer
progressive web apps for multiple reasons. They do not require much storage space, have less loading
time, and meet the purpose. They are easy to access and require no maintenance.

For the fast-moving crowd, progressive web apps meet their needs. Check some market statistics that
confirm the popularity of PWAs.

PWA vs. Native App –Who isWinning?

By the end of 2020, the number of origins with PWAs had grown by 170%
surpassing the trend for all previous years.

Gartner reports that by 2023, 90%of organizationswould go for a combination
of web, hybrid, and native mobile architecture instead of a one-size-fits-all
approach.

50%ofmobile users aremore likely to use a company’s mobile site for shopping
than download an app.

ProgressiveWeb Apps conversion rates surpass native apps conversion rates
by 36%.

ProgressiveWeb Apps reducemaintenance costs by 33% and increase
customer engagement by 50%.

The global market investment in ProgressiveWebAppswould reach up to USD
10.44 billion, at a CAGR of 31.9% by 2027.

ProgressiveWeb Apps can be up to 90% smaller than nativemobile apps.

ProgressiveWebApps -Market Statistics
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ProgressiveWeb Apps – Success Stories

40% 20% 2X 6X
Increase in
sessions per user

Increase in ad
viewability

Increase in
engagement rate

Increase in
articles fully read

78% 65% 20%
Increase in sent
Tweets

Increase in
sessions per user

Lower bounce
rate

60% 44% 40%
Increase in user
engagement

Increase in ad
revenue rate

Increase in time
spent on PWA

70% 40% 60%
Increase in
conversion rate

Increase in
customer re-
engagement

Of customers
returned to use
PWA

23% 88% 1000+
Increase in
mobile-search
users

Improvement in
load time

Articles
published daily
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ProgressiveWeb Apps – Industries that Benefit

Mobile Apps +Web Apps = ProgressiveWeb Apps

Banking and Finance
Banks and financial institutions should incorporate PWA design aspects on their mobile sites as
half of their users browse their website with a smartphone. With the variety of phone hardware
specs, mobile Oss, bandwidths, and screen sizes available, a fast and flexible approach like a
PWA is beneficial.

Insurance
Insurers can use PWAs to send targeted push notifications and incorporate functions, such as
online quotes, claims settlement, and customer service to improve sales and brand loyalty.

e-Commerce
e-Commerce sites can use PWAs to reduce their bounce rate as PWAs load faster than native
apps. High-speed service by PWAs will definitely increase conversion rate and generate
revenue.

Media
Media portals can use PWAs to offer quick loading, offline browsing, home-screen shortcuts,
and full-screen modes to increase engagement rates and sessions per user.

Neutrinos’ low-code, multi-experience development platform enables you to build progressiveweb
apps using our “Neutrinos Studio Version 7.7.0 (and later).

Create an advanced low-code app and switch a toggle button to convert it into a PWA.

After converting to PWA, you can:

• Enable events and push notifications for the PWA
• Change the appearance of the PWA
• Cache URLs in Service Worker

Enable Digital Transformation and RevenueGrowth amidst a dynamicmarket with ProgressiveWeb
Applications.

Talk to Us

https://goneutrinos.com/contact-us/


Neutrinos is a One-StopMulti-Experience LowCode Application Development Platform that
offers a platform to ideate, transform, and build complex enterprise applications within days –
or sometimes hours. Neutrinos' is headquartered in Singapore and has operations across South
Africa, South East Asia, India, and the USA.

comms@neutrinos.co
www.goneutrinos.com

BUILD SOMETHING
POWERFUL
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https://twitter.com/Neutrinos_co
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